8th ed. MLA Citations (2017)

Works Cited List at the end of the paper

The MLA 8th edition simplifies the rules and order of core elements needed to create bibliographic citations. The basic order of the elements and the correct punctuation that divides them is listed below. In most cases you will not use all these elements in a citation, only what is important or relevant to your source. Please note that MLA citations are doubled spaced.

1. Author Last name, First name.
2. Title of source.
3. Title of container, (example: journal title, newspaper, platform, etc.)
4. Other contributors, (example: illustrator, book editor, etc.)
5. Version, (example: volume, edition, revision, etc.)
6. Number,
7. Publisher,
8. Publication date,
9. Location. (example: database name, DOI, URL, etc.)
10. If the source is found online, add Accessed date in day month year format.

BOOKS and EBOOKS

One author and two authors

3 or more authors or editors

ESSAYS OR CHAPTER IN A BOOK OR ENCYCLOPEDIA

Article in a reference book

MAGAZINE & JOURNAL ARTICLES (from databases or online sources)

Journal article from a library database

Journal article from a library database

Newspaper article from online source

MAGAZINE & JOURNAL ARTICLES (from print sources)

Magazine article from a print source

Journal article from a print source

WEB PAGES

Include as much of the following as possible: author or editor's name, title of page, title of website, sponsoring organization, last updated day month year, format, and day month year visited. Include the URL if the page might be difficult to relocate.


MOVIES, TV, & ONLINE AUDIO/VIDEO

Movie/TV Series on Broadcast/Cable TV
Sherlock, created by Mark Gatiss and Steven Moffat, Hartswood Film, BBC, and WGBH, 2010-2016.
TV Episode on Streaming Service

Movie on DVD

Online Video, Video Podcast, and Web Television

Podcast

IMAGES

Image from a website

Image from a book

MUSIC

Music from an online source

Music from a CD, LP or EP

NEED MORE MLA INFORMATION?

• MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers in the LCC Library at LB2369 .G53 2016 REF
• NoodleTools and other LCC citation resources online https://library.lanecc.edu/find/citing
• Or ask a librarian for help!

To request this information in an alternate format, please contact the Center for Accessible Resources at (541) 463-5150 or accessibleresources@lanecc.edu